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ABSTRACT With the emergence of new digital technologies, a significant surge has been seen in the volume
of multimedia data generated from various smart devices. Several challenges for data analysis have emerged
to extract useful information from multimedia data. One such challenge is the early and accurate detection
of anomalies in multimedia data. This study proposes an efficient technique for anomaly detection and
classification of rare events in audio data. In this paper, we develop a vast audio dataset containing seven
different rare events (anomalies) with 15 different background environmental settings (e.g., beach, restaurant,
and train) to focus on both detection of anomalous audio and classification of rare sound (e.g., events—baby
cry, gunshots, broken glasses, footsteps) events for audio forensics. The proposed approach uses the supreme
feature extraction technique by extracting mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) features from the
audio signals of the newly created dataset and selects the minimum number of best-performing features for
optimum performance using principal component analysis (PCA). These features are input to state-of-the-
art machine learning algorithms for performance analysis. We also apply machine learning algorithms to
the state-of-the-art dataset and realize good results. Experimental results reveal that the proposed approach
effectively detects all anomalies and superior performance to existing approaches in all environments and
cases.

INDEX TERMS Audio forensics, audio analysis, anomaly detection, key feature extraction, feature
selection, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Technological advancements the world has seen during the
past decade, the volume of digital media data on the internet
has nearly quadrupled [1], [2]. Smartphones have enabled
people to record and store every aspect of their lives in
the form of multimedia files [3]–[5]. Moreover, surveillance
cameras formonitoring streets, offices, and traffic for security
have increased [6]. This exponential increase in multimedia
data has called for the need for multiple techniques to analyze
this data to be managed and utilized to the best of their
ability. Anomaly detection refers to the difficulty of finding
patterns in data that do not conform to expected behavior [7].
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The significance of anomaly detection is because anomalies
in data translate to vital information in broad categories
of application domains [8]. In the audio category, anomaly
detection has several critical applications [9]. For instance,
detecting abnormal activities/events in audio can consci-
entiously supplement video-based methods [2], anomaly
detection for machines by analyzing their sounds could be
extremely valuable to detect an abnormal performance of the
machines in advance [10], to detect abnormal situations that
may represent a risk for the public security [11].

With the arrival of smart video surveillance systems, inno-
vative ways for quickly and effectively detecting malicious
occurrences or behaviors in monitored settings based on
real-time analysis of multimedia streams have emerged [12],
[13]. Most real-world audio recordings are complicated in
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that they are composed of sequences of many different
sounds [9], [14], [15]. If a comparably short sequence of
sounds can be distinguished by a human regardless of the
acoustic context in which it occurs, it can be classified as an
anomaly. For example, the sound of a gunshot in a beach envi-
ronment or the sound of screams in an office environment.
Detecting such anomalies has been researched by researchers
during the past few years. Researchers employed a variety of
machine learning and deep learning algorithms [16]. How-
ever, their signal-to-noise ratios were poor, or their accuracies
were low [11], [17].

A. MOTIVATION
Law enforcement and private investigators may learn a lot
from a media forensics expert [18]. The audio forensic inves-
tigator must be able to detect events from audio in a short
time; for example, in a gunshot incident, the gun may not be
readily noticeable on the scene or camera, but if there is a gun-
shot event occurring in audio, so the proposed system should
be able to efficiently detect the gunshot event, which helps
the forensic investigator during the investigation. In addition,
there is a real need for a system that detect abnormal events
related to the occurrence of environmental burst like sounds
(such as Screams, gunshots, glass break, explosion) that may
have been considered ‘‘anomalous’’ for the observed envi-
ronment, thereby diverting the attention of human security
operators to a potentially dangerous situation. Furthermore,
the authors highlighted the issue of public security, which
may be addressed by identifying anomalous noises such as
(e.g., footsteps, police siren, baby crying, scream) so that
changing the focus of surveillance/human security operator
to the specific situation to avoid further harm.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
This study provides the following contributions to success-
fully and efficiently identify abnormalities in audios with
varied background environments.

• Present a multi-modal open dataset for anomaly detec-
tion and rare event classification from audio. For the
time being, the dataset consists primarily of rare events
with 15 background audios. The final collection of the
dataset comprises seven different types of rare events—
baby cries, gunshots, broken glasses, footsteps, police
sirens, explosions, and screams—that have been artifi-
cially blended with background audio recordings from
15 various environmental contexts (i.e., office, Library,
and Park). Detailed descriptions of the dataset are pre-
sented in the following Section III.

• Utilize a supreme feature extraction technique to extract
MFCC features from the audio signals and Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) for the selection of suitable
features for anomaly detection in the audio signal.

• Propose a practical machine learning approach for
anomaly detection and classification of rare events in

audio data embedded in various types of background
sounds.

• Analyze and validate the effectiveness of those fea-
ture extraction and feature selection approaches on the
performance of the machine learning algorithms for
anomaly detection and present a comparative analysis
of the suggested approach with other state-of-the-art
studies, which effectively enhances the detection rate
with consistent performance.

C. ORGANIZATION
The structure of this paper is as follows. The section II
addresses related work. The dataset used for testing and
early analysis is discussed in section III. The proposed
technique for anomaly identification and categorization of
unusual occurrences in audio data is described in Section IV.
Section V articulates the experimental setup and findings.
Section VI contains a discussion, and Section VII provides
the conclusion and future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Several methods, primarily based on AI/ML-based method-
ologies, have been used to detect abnormalities through-
out the last decade. In [19], the authors employed a
technique that reconstructs the features for anomaly iden-
tification based on an LSTM-based network that detects
abnormalities from subsampled signals. The authors of [20]
used non-uniform sampling for audio subsampling to make
low-volume samples that include higher frequencies than
Nyquist. The LSTM-based auto-encoder network is then used
for anomaly detection, in which the signal is made demulti-
plex and accepted as input from the endpoint. The authors
in [21] used Convolutional Autoencoder (CAE). The CAE
is used to detect abnormal activities from the audio that are
overlaid with natural factory soundscapes. The CAE-based
approach gives better results than One-Class Support Vector
Machines. They used a limited number of audios in their
experimental work. The authors in [22] used sequence-to-
sequence autoencoder models on audio features extracted
from the streaming audio signals. They found that Convolu-
tional Long Short-TermMemory autoencoders perform better
than sequential Convolutional autoencoders under diverse
signal-to-noise ratio conditions of audio events.

In [23] this paper, the authors used two models to achieve
the goal. In [24], the authors used a modular deep convo-
lutional autoencoder with a dense bottleneck structure for
unsupervised anomaly detection. They also applied Maxi-
mum Mean Discrepancy (MMD). To efficiently learn the
features, they used MMD. For training, the authors employed
two models. The first is a 1D-convolutional-encoder, and
the second is the WaveNet-decoder model. The identi-
cal encoder/decoder structures are trained to learn a map-
ping function between different mel-scaled frequency bands.
An SVM model is trained to predict anomalies and exam-
ine the latent space representation learned by the autoen-
coders. They found that this method paves the way toward
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semi-supervised or self-supervised training for detecting
anomalies.

The authors of [25] suggested a methodology for using
Huffman coding. This approach is utilized for anomaly
detection in audio to obtain benefits such as variable event
length and reduced reliance on cluster information, and it
was discovered that this method enhances outcomes with
little computing overhead. In [26] the authors introduced a
training strategy, primarily used in unsupervised ADS. The
authors suggested a batch uniformization technique. First,
they reduced the weightedmean score. Here weight is defined
as the reciprocal of each sample’s probability density. The
authors found that this method is appropriate for an unsu-
pervised anomaly detection system based on a deep neural
network (DNN).

The authors of [27] suggested an auto-encoder that lever-
ages the residual error, which represents reconstruction qual-
ity, to find the anomaly. In [28], the authors employed an
auto-encoder model to detect the anomalies in audios. The
audios were recorded in home surroundings. The main lim-
itation of this work is that they used a very less number of
audio events and background audios for training and testing.
In [17], the authors adopt WaveNet architecture model. This
model was developed for raw audio synthesis, ADA, and
significant performance increases over deep-convolutional-
autoencoders (DCA). The WaveNet model outperformed the
DCA technique; however, it earned a relatively low AUC
ROC score overall, indicating that the model did not perform
well on the dataset. Table 1 tab summarises the literature
review.

III. NETWORK MODEL, DATASET AND PRELIMINARIES
We evaluate the suggested system’s performance for an
automated surveillance application that should be capable
of identifying the following occurrences (called ‘‘abnormal’’
or ‘‘anomaly’’ in the observed environment): baby cries,
gunshots, broken glasses, footsteps, police siren, explosions,
and screams. We create the dataset by mixing different
rare events with 15 background audio datasets fetched from
the TUT Acoustic Scenes 2016 dataset [29]. A Sound-
man OKM II Classic/Studio A3 head-microphone and an
R-09 from Edirol/Roland wave recorder were used for the
TUT Acoustic Scenes 2016 audio dataset recordings. The
recording quality is excellent. The TUT Acoustic Scenes
2016 collection is made up of real-world audio recordings.
The recorded audio is remarkably comparable to the sound
that reaches the human wearing the equipment’s human
auditory system. The final collection of the dataset consists of
seven types of unusual events—baby cries, gunshots, broken
glasses, footsteps, police sirens, explosions, and screams.
These audio events were then synthetically mixed with
the 15 background environmental contexts audios(beach,
bus, home). The final created dataset is available at
https://www.kaggle.com/ahmedabbasi/audioanomalydataset.
The datasets utilized in this experiment are summarised in
Figure 1. Existing techniques concentrated on identifying

only one type of audio (only a rare event or a background
sound), resulting in poor performance throughout the test
under actual situations. As a result, the aim of extending the
dataset is:
• To focus on detecting anomalous audio and classifying
rare sound events.

• To focus on using the audio information for surveillance
purposes.

• To encourage other researchers in the field to use this
dataset for testing their methods for anomaly detection
and rare event classification.

Rare events are randomly mixed at different ‘‘event-to-
background’’ ratios. The original audio mixtures are sampled
at 44.1KHz with a 24-bit resolution. The data set contains
highly noisy environmental sounds, making event detection
more difficult in some environments and challenging the
detection and classification of events.

Bj(n) =
n∑
i=1

bgi(n) (1)

We begin by gathering 1170 background audio recordings
from the TUT 2016 dataset. First, the background sound
bgi(n) is selected randomly by defined number of audios n
∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , } as mentioned in equation 1. bgi(n) are the
‘‘n’’ carefully chosen background audios that are utilized
to produce the complex environmental sound by combining
several unusual events.

yj(n) =
Ne∑
e=1

⊕[Ne,Bj]Bj(n) (2)

Once the background audio has been selected, a number
Ne of rare events is randomly chosen and superimposed on
the background audio. As a result, the unusual occurrence
might be present in the final data set and appear with different
background audio each time.

In equation 2, with ⊕[Ne,Bj] we define an operator that
mixes the rare events Ne with the background audio Bj(n) at
random positions of audio signal. The final dataset consists
of 8,922 audios, and the total duration is about 75h making
the database huge. We split the final mixture of audio files of
30 seconds into two partitions. We employed the first split for
training and the second portion for subsequent assessment.
Figure 2 depicts sound waves of anomalous sounds for all
types of rare events.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach comprises multiple steps data anal-
ysis, feature extraction, feature reduction, processing data,
and finally, detection of anomalous audio and classifica-
tion of rare sound events as shown in Figure 3. The data
analysis involved the visualization of audio waveform and
spectrogram to extract meaningful insights from audio. The
feature extraction techniques use a featured ensemble of
MFCC,spectral_rolloff features, spectral_centroid features,
spectral_contrast features, spectral_bandwidth features, and
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TABLE 1. Literature review overview.

FIGURE 1. Dataset overview.

zero_crossing_rate features. We used the feature reduction
technique because feature ensemble has useful and non-
useful features, so we need to remove these non-useful
features and pass only useful features to machine learning
classifiers for better classification results. We used Princi-
pal Component Analysis (PCA) for feature reduction, which
selects the most appropriate features that are finally passed
to the classifiers for classification and anomaly event detec-
tion. An audio surveillance system must recognize unusual
occurrences even when blended with a variety of background
audios of varying energy levels—as a result, training a model
with a collection of the training set, which contains only one
sort of audio (at a time, either an exceptional event or a back-
ground sound) would lead to a performance in the test phase
in pragmatic scenarios. We decided to create a train and test
set where the different audios are already layered rather than
separated to address this issue. Additionally, the proposed
approach can efficiently detect anomalous events in audio,
which helps the forensic investigator for further investigation.

We have performed supreme feature engineering tech-
niques, which results in the models’ ability to detect anoma-
lies exceptional. After gathering many background audios
from the TUT challenge 2016, we combined themwith events
of interest in various ways to get a large data set. To provide
very challenging event detection tasks, the data set comprises
loud environmental noises, such that events may be more
challenging to detect in specific situations, attempting to
make event detection and categorization extremely difficult.
The audio clips are divided into two distinct divisions, each
containing 80% and 20% of the total sounds from the original
collection. The audios from the first partition were used to
create the training set, while the audios from the second
portion were utilized to create the test set.

A. PRE-PROCESSING
Pre-processing is necessary to acquire remarkable perfor-
mance in any machine learning model before training the

FIGURE 2. Waveform of anomalous audios. Key: Baby Cry-A, Gunshot-B,
Glass Break-C, Police-D, Explosion-E, Foot Steps-F, scream-G.

classifiers. Therefore, audio data includes a handful of
pre-processing procedures that must be taken before it is
delivered for further analysis. The first stage is data framing,
which involves converting the audio data into a machine-
readable format.We acquire values after a particular time. For
example, in a 10-second audio file, we extract values every
second, which is audio data sampling, and the sampling rate
is the rate at which it is sampled. In our case, by default, the
sampling(frame) rate is 44100. This sampling(frame) rate is
the frame values of an audio file within 1-s and calculates the
overall frames by multiplying the sampling(Frame) rate by
the time of an audio file as explicated in Eq. 3.

totalframe = samplingrate× time (3)

In our case, if an audio file ‘‘file1’’ has a 30-s time,
then the total frame rate of this file can be calculated
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FIGURE 3. Visual representation of proposed approach for detection of anomalous audio and classification of rare sound events.

FIGURE 4. Spectrogram of audio signal.

by the formula in Eq. 4.

file1 = 44100× 30 = 1323000 (4)

Data framing is used to fix the sampling(frame) rate
of each audio file [30]. The audio processing procedure
begins with extracting key acoustical characteristics, pre-
ceded by decision-making techniques involving detection,
classification, and knowledge fusion. In the following phase,
we represent audio data by transforming it into a new data
representation domain, the frequency domain. We needed a
lot more data points to represent the entire audio data when
we sampled it, and the sampling rate should be as high as
feasible. Each sample represents the amplitude of the audio
waveform at a certain time interval. To visually inspect the
audio signal, we create a spectrogram. It shows the signal
intensity, or ‘‘loudness,’’ across time at various frequencies
contained in a certain waveform, as seen in Figure 4. It shows
a spectrogram of a baby cry audio waveform. The vertical
axis displays frequencies ranging from 0 to 8kHz, while the
horizontal axis displays the duration of the audio clip. In a
spectrogram, purple colors represent the amplitude of a sound
wave.

We choose a standard scaler for feature normalization.
Standard scaling is utilized in this study to standardize data
within certain ranges (e.g., 0 and 1). The goal of Standard
Scaler is to rescale features so that they are roughly standard
normally distributed.We utilize a conventional scaler to mod-
ify the data such that it eliminates the mean and scales each
feature/variable to unit variance, as shown in Eq. 5, where y
is our standardized form of x.

y =
(x − µ)
σ

(5)

B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Every audio signal contains a variety of characteris-
tics/features. We must, however, extract the features related

TABLE 2. Features extracted.

to the event that we will detect. We employedMel-frequency
Cepstral Coefficients for this purpose (MFCC).

The MFCC is a feature extraction method, and in this
study, we used 39 MFCC features. In sound processing,
MFCCs features are the most often utilized in speech
recognition [31]. In this work, MFCC is exploited for
anomaly detection. After the pre-processing of anomaly
audio signals, the MFCC vector will be extracted from
each frame of the audio waveform in the form of a
vector group. This study uses MFCCs, spectral_rolloff,
spectral_centroid, spectral_contrast, spectral_bandwidth and
zero_crossing_rate features for experimentation. We con-
struct these features by taking the mean and standard devi-
ation of values computed at each frame and combining them
to get the value for the relevant feature. FIGURE 5 depicts
the MFCC series of infant cry audio files by converting
the audio waveform into the frequency domain using the
Fourier transform of a signal, then mapping the powers of the
spectrum produced onto the mel scale. After that, compute
the discrete cosine transform of the list of mel log powers by
taking the logs of the powers at each of the mel frequencies.
The MFCCs are the resultant spectrum’s amplitudes. The
features collected from each feature group are described in
Table 2. Each audio file has 270 characteristics extracted,
and the results are saved in a data frame. We selected only
suitable features and removed all non-useful features using
Principal Component Analysis [32]. In the end, 65 most
important features passed to models for anomaly detection.
To evaluate the usefulness of selected features, we calcu-
late the explained_variance_ratio of PCA. The 97% value
of explained_variance_ratio shows that the selected data is
valuable.

C. CLASSIFICATION MODELS, PARAMETER SETTING, AND
ALGORITHM
We employ the Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest
Neighbor Algorithm (KNN), Extreme Gradient Boosting
(XGB), Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Random Forest (RF),
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FIGURE 5. Visualize the MFCC features.

and Logistic Regression (LR) machine learning techniques to
detect anomalies and classify unusual occurrences, as well as
to assess the efficacy of our suggested approach.

Algorithm 1 shows the working of the proposed approach.
Let D indicate the dataset that contains the instance I =
{i1, i2, . . . , in} and t is the time duration of audio. F repre-
sents the data framing to get meaningful information from the
time series audio signal bymultiplying the sampling rate (SR)
with time(t). For a visual representation of the audio, the first
step is to convert the time series audio signalM to frequency
domain x(n). X (m,w) is essentially the Fourier transform of
x[n]w[n−m], a complicated function describing the signal’s
phase and amplitude with time and frequency, Where w(n) is
the window function, commonly a Hann window, and x(n) is
the signal to be transformed (note the difference between the
window function w and the frequency w). X (m,w) here m is
time, discrete, but w is the frequency and continuous. In the
last step, STFT {x[n]}(m,w) is the visual representation of the
signal strength, or ‘‘loudness,’’ of a signal over time at various
frequencies. In our case, we have frequencies from 0 to 8KHz.
After the power spectrogram, the filter bank processing is
carried out on the power spectrum using mel-scale Sk to
extract the valuable features. Eventually, the 270 MFCCs are
calculated, where k is the number of mel cepstrum coef-
ficients, Sk is the output of filterbank, and Cn is the final
MFCC coefficients. The feature vector is formed in the next
step by calculating the mean and standard deviation of values
determined by each frame and storing them in the data frame
(df). For selecting convenient features, the first step is to
standardize the data.

A standard scaler is used to convert the data into numeric,
where the mean is removed, and each feature is scaled to unit
variance. The second step is to calculate the covariancematrix
of the df. The dimension of the covariance matrix is repre-
sented as n ∗ p. The third step is to calculate eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. The dimension of eigenvectors is represented
as p ∗ m. Finally, X_PCA represents 65 suitable features for
experimentation. The features are chosen, and the resulting
feature vectors are put into machine learning models. The
model learns the anomaly sequence patterns. The properly
chosen characteristics increase the learning operations and
aid in achieving greater accuracy in the anomaly detection
process. The last phase is model prediction, used to discover
abnormalities in new data.

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This study proposes a generic system by extending the dataset
for anomaly detection and classification of a rare event in
real-life audio. We conduct an experimental evaluation of the

Algorithm 1 Anomaly Detection and Classification
Input: data← Audio Data
Output: Anomalies Detection and Classification
1: F ← SR ∗ t(audio) {Data Framing}
2: M ← F(audio) {Convert audio signal from time to frequency

domain}
3: x(n)← M {Windowing audio signal}
4: X(m,w)←

∑
∞

n=−∞ x[n]w[n− m]e−jwn {FFT}
5: STFT {x[n]}(m,w)← X (m,w) {Display Spectrogram}
6: Sk ← 2595x log10(1 + f /700) {Calculate mels for any fre-

quency}
7: Cn ←

∑k
n=1(log Sk ) cos[n(k − 1/2)π/k] {MFCC features}

8: get_mfcc← 1
n ∗ np.sum(np.square(Cn)) {Mean of MFCCs}

9: get_mfcc←
√∑n

i=1(Cn−µ)
2

N {st.deviation of MFCCs}
10: df ← get_mfcc {store features in new df}
11: df ← (df−µ)

σ {Apply standard sclaer}
12: Y ← DataMatrix(n ∗ p)(df ) {calculate Covariance Matrix of

df}
13: V ← EigenVectorMatrix(p ∗ m)(df ) {Calculate eigen values

and eigen vectors.}
14: X_PCA← Y.V {Top k featrues selected}
15: acc← []
16: MLModels ← [SVM ,KNN ,XGB,MLP,RF,LR ] {Model

Training}
17: for each i in MLModels do
18: acc← getClassification(i)
19: i← i++
20: Evaluate Accuracy
21: Evaluate Precision, Recall, F-Score, Roc Curve and Confu-

sion Matrix
22: return output
23: end for{Anomaly Detection}
24: TL← Predict Class(X_PCA)
25: for i in range(1, len(TL)) do
26: if (TL[i] = y_test[i]) then
27: return TL[i]
28: else
29: return y_test[i]
30: end if
31: end for

suggested technique using a typical audio surveillance appli-
cation in which seven types of audio events must be detected:
baby cry, gunshot, glass breaking, footsteps, explosion, and
scream. The experiments of this study were carried out uti-
lizing different machine learning techniques. Six machine
learning models are used for experiments, including Random
Forest, KNN, XGB, MLP, SVM, and logistic regression.
We used Google Colab for experimental implementation.
Following the experimentation, the findings are compared
to the other existing state-of-the-art approaches depicted in
Figure 6. Accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score are the
performance evaluation metrics. We conduct experiments on
google colab with the windows 10 professional operating
system. The CPU is Intel Xeon Processor. Furthermore, GPU
is Tesla K80. To conduct the experimental assessment, the
dataset is divided into two disjoint groups: training and test-
ing, which account for 80% and 20% of the total number
of audios in the newly created dataset, respectively. 80%
of the data is used for training, while 20% is used for
testing.
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TABLE 3. AUC scores of baseline models on each dataset.

A. BASELINE CAE AND WaveNet MODEL
We employ a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) and the
WaveNet model as a baseline. We compare the results of
our machine learning model with these two baseline model
results. The CAEmodel has 20 layers. Ten are encoder layers,
and the remaining 10 are decoder layers. TheWaveNet model
comprises 20 layers, but it comprises two stacks of 10 con-
volutions. They used the dataset named DCASE challenge
Task 2 published in 2017 [33]. This dataset includes three
unusual events (baby cry, glass break, and gunshot) and back-
ground audio from 15 different environmental situations (e.g.,
Bus, Forest Path, and Home). CAE and WaveNet models are
trained on training sets and evaluated on test sets. During
the testing phase, they calculated the Area Under the ROC
Curve (AUC) to demonstrate the models’ capacity to iden-
tify abnormalities. TABLE 3 shows the performance of both
models throughout the 15 datasets, with a tie in the home and
office settings. The proposed approach achieves better results
than the baseline.

B. RESULTS
The proposed system’s performance is assessed using a
huge dataset of audio samples that includes seven unique,
unusual occurrences (anomalies) that are artificially blended
with fifteen diverse background audios. ADS, the sug-
gested technique, is utilized for anomaly identification and
categorization of unusual occurrences in real-world audio.
Five evaluation metrics were used in this proposed approach.
First is accuracy, then precision, recall, F1-score, and at the
end, the ROC curve was a plot to evaluate the model ability
on the given dataset.

Tables 4 and 5 show the experimental outcomes of the
machine learning models. Table 4 displays the machine
learning models’ accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score,
whereas Table 5 displays the ROC curve score of the machine
learning models across the 15 datasets. According to Table 4,
MLP model performed quite well on average. On the café
environment dataset, the MLP model obtained the highest
accuracy score of 99.08%. Furthermore, the MLP model got
the maximum precision, recall, and F1-score on the cafe
environment dataset, 99.04, 99.04, and 99.03, respectively.

TABLE 4. Classifier performance (%) to detect anomalies. Key:
Residential Area- RA, City Center-CC, Forest Path-FP, Grocery Store-GS,
Library-Lib, Metro Station-MS, Office-Off.

Furthermore, Table 5 displays the AUC values for all
anomaly detection datasets. MLP model outperformed all
other machine learning models on the cafe environment
dataset in terms of AUC.

C. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS WITH BASELINE
APPROACHES
This study compares the findings of the suggested technique
to another state-of-the-art study [17], whose experimental
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of the proposed approach with baseline CAE, WaveNet model and conventional machine learning algorithms.

TABLE 5. AUC scores on all anomaly detection datasets.

circumstances are similar to the settings used in this study.
The performance of both the baseline approach and proposed
approach across the 15 datasets is shown in FIGURE 6.
The ROC curves, which provide an overall evaluation of
classification performance, are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of both approaches (baseline and proposed). The sug-
gested method consistently outperforms the baseline CAE
and WaveNet models in virtually all datasets, with corre-
sponding scores closer to 1. For a perfect classification,
we consider the ROC curve score to be closer to 1. The greater
the value of this metric, the better the overall performance
of the suggested system. An audio surveillance system must
identify events even when blended with various background
audios of varying energy levels. As a result, we suggested a
general approach for anomaly identification and categoriza-
tion of a rare event in real-life audio by expanding the dataset
and employing machine learning. The baseline technique
comprises training a system by utilizing a set of training sam-
ples to identify only (whether an anomaly exists or not), but
we concentrated on detecting anomalous audio and categoriz-
ing rare sound events. Because the original dataset comprises
very loud ambient noises, events may be more challenging
to identify in various situations, making event detection and

TABLE 6. AUC score gain comparison of Proposed with baseline
approach.

categorization difficult. In the baseline approach, it is notice-
able that the performance of the CAE and WaveNet model
differs dramatically across diverse acoustic settings, demon-
strating that varied acoustic environments may significantly
alter the models’ capacity to detect anomalies. TABLE 6
compares our suggested technique to the best performing
classifier in the referenced paper. Across all datasets, we find
that the suggested strategy outperforms the baseline approach
by a substantial margin. The proposed approach gained the
highest AUC gain, a score of 27 on the beach, forest path,
and home environment dataset. The proposed approach also
gained better results for the rest of the classes.

VI. DISCUSSION
This study presents anomaly detection and classification
using machine learning algorithms. Terrorism is posing seri-
ous and rising threats all across the world. Anomaly detec-
tion in audio is critical for detecting events connected to
environmental bursts and explosion-like sound occurrences
(e.g., gunshots screaming, explosion) that may be regarded
as ‘‘odd’’ for the observed environment to make our living
environment safer. For this purpose, a dataset is created
using seven different anomalous sounds and 15 different
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background sounds. All the anomalous sounds are then
embedded in each different background to create a dataset
for experimentation. Then, many features from the dataset are
retrieved, and a feature selection technique, Principal Com-
ponent Analysis, is used to limit the number of features and
choose just useful features. For anomaly detection, several
machine learning methods are used in the dataset. After thor-
ough experimentation, we found that theMLPmachine learn-
ing classifier consistently performed well for every anomaly
event in each background scenario. Using PCA for feature
selection and MLP classifier for detection gives remarkable
accuracy that can be very useful when applied in real-world
scenarios. As a result, our experimental results demonstrated
that the suggested technique detects and classifies abnormal-
ities more effectively than existing state-of-the-art studies.

VII. CONCLUSION
As the velocity of multimedia generation increases, there is
a need for techniques to analyze that data. Anomalies mean
a deviation from normal or expected behavior. Detection
of anomalies can serve as an essential tool for enhancing
persons’ security and maintaining public and private assets.
A customized dataset has been created by mixing rare events
with 15 background audios fetched from the TUT Acoustic
Scenes 2016 dataset to detect anomalous audio and classify
rare sound events. To detect anomalies in audio data, this
study conducted experiments using multiple features of audio
data. For feature engineering, this study extracts various
features from the audio signal and then applies the PCA
feature selection technique to select the minimum number of
best-performing features for optimum performance. Several
machine learning algorithms are employed on the selected
feature set to detect seven different anomalous events in
15 different background environments. Experiments demon-
strated that our technique outperformed existing state-of-the-
art research for anomaly identification in audio data in all
circumstances. In the future, we plan to expand our dataset to
include a wider variety of anomalies and background scenes
and analyze the effectiveness of multiple machine learning
algorithms on different types of anomalies.
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